
RETAILING TECHNOLOGY OF THE YEAR

Henderson Technology 
scooped the prize for 
Retailing Technology 
of the Year at this year’s 
National Technology 

Awards for its state-of-the-art 
EDGEPoS point of sale system. 

EDGEPoS focuses on three main 
areas of running a retail business 
– operational efficiency, security 
and business development. The 
system enables retailers to reduce 
administration overheads by 
controlling areas such as pricing, 
product maintenance and offers 
across all sites from a central location. 

The fully-scalable solution can 
support businesses from one to 100 
lanes, delivering the necessary tools 

to cater for all requirements. In 2016 
alone, more than 100 new features 
were added to EDGEPoS at the request 
of independent retailers, with no 
charges incurred. 

Henderson Technology encourages 
a collaborative approach with its 500 
global clients across to continuously 
improve the offering. Retailers can 
submit development requests and 
discuss ideas with the Henderson 
team. If the idea improves the product, 
the idea will enter the development 
pipeline. Since launching in Australia, 
EDGEPoS has become one of the only 
point of sale systems approved by 
BP for use in their extensive network 
across the country. 

The system boasts a range of 
impressive features, including self-
populating PLUs, automatic end of day 
reports, multi-currency and paypoint 
integration, and loyalty, deals, 
promotions and in-store coupons.

EDGEPoS also provides retailers with 
a comprehensive graphical interface 
in real-time to keep track of their 
business remotely..

Ron Whitten, CFO Henderson Group 
comments: “Winning this Retailing 
Technology Award is a fantastic 
achievement, and recognition 
of EDGEPoS as a market leading 
technology. It showcases The 
Henderson Group’s dedication to 
providing our retailers with the best 
scanning technologies in the market”

Darren Nickels, Head of Henderson 
Technology adds: “Being awarded 
for both our innovation and retailing 
technology is a huge triumph. 
Emphasising Henderson Technology’s 
ongoing commitment to develop 
cutting edge technologies and 
helping customers embrace the 
ever-changing digital environment in 
which they operate.”

Henderson Technology is always 
evolving the EDGEPoS platform, with 
new developments due for 2018; 
Zapper integration, a new innovative 
take on the traditional self-checkout.

Henderson Technology
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 Judges’ comments 
•	 A	solution	that	puts	its	money		  
 where its mouth is
•	 Impressed	with	the	collaborative	 
 aspects of the project
•	 A	success	story,	from	a	identified	 
 local need to literally a global  
 product
•	 The	flexibility	scope	and	the	depth	 
 of connectivity of the offering are  
 key reasons for high score


